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Learning ObjectivesLearning ObjectivesLearning Objectives
•• A Framework for Executing StrategyA Framework for Executing Strategy

•• The Principal Managerial Components of the The Principal Managerial Components of the 
Strategy Execution ProcessStrategy Execution Process

•• Matching Organization Structure to StrategyMatching Organization Structure to Strategy
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Objective 1Objective 1

A Framework for Executing A Framework for Executing 
StrategyStrategy
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Crafting  vs.  Executing  
Strategy 

Crafting  vs.  Executing  Crafting  vs.  Executing  
StrategyStrategy

Crafting the StrategyCrafting the Strategy
•• Primarily a Primarily a marketmarket--drivendriven 

activityactivity
•• Successful strategy making Successful strategy making 

depends ondepends on
–– Business visionBusiness vision
–– Perceptive analysis of Perceptive analysis of 

market conditions and market conditions and 
company resources and company resources and 
capabilitiescapabilities

–– Attracting and pleasing Attracting and pleasing 
customerscustomers

–– Outcompeting rivalsOutcompeting rivals
–– Using company resources Using company resources 

and capabilities to forge a and capabilities to forge a 
competitive advantagecompetitive advantage

Executing the StrategyExecuting the Strategy
•• Primarily an Primarily an operationsoperations--drivendriven 

activityactivity
•• Successful strategy execution Successful strategy execution 

depends ondepends on
–– Good organizationGood organization--building building 

and people managementand people management
–– Creating a strategyCreating a strategy-- 

supportive culturesupportive culture
–– Continuous improvementContinuous improvement
–– Getting things done and Getting things done and 

delivering good resultsdelivering good results
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Objective 2Objective 2

The Principal Managerial The Principal Managerial 
Components of the Strategy Components of the Strategy 

Execution ProcessExecution Process
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What  Are  the  Goals  of  the  Strategy  
Implementing-Executing  Process? 

What  Are  the  Goals  of  the  Strategy  What  Are  the  Goals  of  the  Strategy  
ImplementingImplementing--Executing  Process?Executing  Process?
•• UniteUnite total total organizationorganization behind behind strategystrategy

•• See that See that activitiesactivities are are donedone in a manner that is in a manner that is 
conducive to conducive to firstfirst--rate strategy executionrate strategy execution

•• Generate commitmentGenerate commitment so an enthusiasticso an enthusiastic 
crusade emerges to carry out strategycrusade emerges to carry out strategy

•• FitFit how organization conducts itshow organization conducts its 
operationsoperations to to requirements of strategyrequirements of strategy
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Putting  Together  a  Strong  
Management  Team 

Putting  Together  a  Strong  Putting  Together  a  Strong  
Management  TeamManagement  Team

•• Assembling a capable management team is a cornerstone of Assembling a capable management team is a cornerstone of 
the organizationthe organization--building taskbuilding task

•• Find the right people to fill each slotFind the right people to fill each slot

–– Existing management teamExisting management team 
may be suitablemay be suitable

–– Core executive groupCore executive group 
may need strengtheningmay need strengthening

•• Promote from withinPromote from within

•• Bring in skilled outsidersBring in skilled outsiders
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Selecting  the  Management  
Team:  Key  Considerations 
Selecting  the  Management  Selecting  the  Management  
Team:  Key  ConsiderationsTeam:  Key  Considerations

•• Determine mix of Determine mix of 

–– BackgroundsBackgrounds

–– Experiences and knowExperiences and know--howhow

–– Beliefs and valuesBeliefs and values

–– Styles of managing and personalitiesStyles of managing and personalities

•• Talent base needs to be appropriateTalent base needs to be appropriate

•• Picking a solid management team needs to be acted on Picking a solid management team needs to be acted on 
early in implementation processearly in implementation process
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Recruiting  and  Retaining  Talented  
Employees:  Implementation  Issues 
Recruiting  and  Retaining  Talented  Recruiting  and  Retaining  Talented  
Employees:  Implementation  IssuesEmployees:  Implementation  Issues
•• Assemble needed human resources and knowledge base for Assemble needed human resources and knowledge base for 

effective strategy executioneffective strategy execution

•• Biggest challenge facing companiesBiggest challenge facing companies

–– How to recruit and retain the bestHow to recruit and retain the best 
and brightest talent with strongand brightest talent with strong 
skill sets and management potentialskill sets and management potential

•• Intellectual capital, not tangible assets, is increasingly beingIntellectual capital, not tangible assets, is increasingly being 
viewed as the most important investmentviewed as the most important investment

–– Talented people are a prime source of competitive Talented people are a prime source of competitive 
advantage advantage 
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Key  Human  Resource  Practices  to 
Attract  and  Retain  Talented  Employees  

Key  Human  Resource  Practices  toKey  Human  Resource  Practices  to 
Attract  and  Retain  Talented  Employees  Attract  and  Retain  Talented  Employees  
•• Spend considerable effort in screening job applicants, Spend considerable effort in screening job applicants, 

selecting only those with selecting only those with 
–– Suitable skill setsSuitable skill sets

–– Energy and initiativeEnergy and initiative

–– Judgment and aptitudes for learningJudgment and aptitudes for learning

–– Ability to adapt to firmAbility to adapt to firm’’s work s work 
environment and cultureenvironment and culture

•• Put employees through training            Put employees through training            
programs throughout their careersprograms throughout their careers

•• Give promising employees challenging, interesting, and skillsGive promising employees challenging, interesting, and skills-- 
stretching assignmentsstretching assignments
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•• Rotate employees through jobs with great content, spanning Rotate employees through jobs with great content, spanning 
functional and geographic boundariesfunctional and geographic boundaries

•• Encourage employees toEncourage employees to
–– Be creative and innovativeBe creative and innovative
–– Challenge existing ways of                              Challenge existing ways of                              

doing things and offer better waysdoing things and offer better ways
–– Submit ideas for new products or businessesSubmit ideas for new products or businesses

•• Foster a stimulating work environmentFoster a stimulating work environment
•• Exert efforts to retain highExert efforts to retain high--potential employees with excellent potential employees with excellent 

salary and benefitssalary and benefits
•• Coach average employees to improve their skillsCoach average employees to improve their skills

Key  Human  Resource  Practices  to  Attract 
and  Retain  Talented  Employees  (continued) 
Key  Human  Resource  Practices  to  AttractKey  Human  Resource  Practices  to  Attract 
and  Retain  Talented  Employees  and  Retain  Talented  Employees  (continued)(continued)
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Building  Core  Competences 
and  Competitive  Capabilities 
Building  Core  CompetencesBuilding  Core  Competences 
and  Competitive  Capabilitiesand  Competitive  Capabilities

•• CraftingCrafting the the strategystrategy involvesinvolves

–– IdentifyingIdentifying the desired the desired competencescompetences and and capabilities capabilities to to 
build into the strategy and help achieve competitive build into the strategy and help achieve competitive 
advantageadvantage

•• Good Good strategy executionstrategy execution requiresrequires

–– PuttingPutting desired desired competencescompetences and and capabilities in place,capabilities in place,

–– UpgradingUpgrading them as needed, them as needed, andand

–– ModifyingModifying them as marketthem as market 
conditions evolveconditions evolve
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Three-Stage  Process  of  Developing  
Competences  and  Capabilities 

ThreeThree--Stage  Process  of  Developing  Stage  Process  of  Developing  
Competences  and  CapabilitiesCompetences  and  Capabilities

1.1. Develop Develop abilityability to do somethingto do something

2.2. As experience builds,As experience builds, 
abilityability can can translatetranslate into ainto a 
competence or capabilitycompetence or capability

3.3. If If abilityability continues to be continues to be polished and refined,polished and refined, it can it can 
become a become a distinctive competence,distinctive competence, providing a providing a 
potential potential competitive advantage!competitive advantage!
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Managing  the  Process  of  Building  
Competences:  Four  Key  Traits 

Managing  the  Process  of  Building  Managing  the  Process  of  Building  
Competences:  Four  Key  Traits Competences:  Four  Key  Traits 

1.1. Competencies are Competencies are bundles of skillsbundles of skills and and knowknow--how how growing growing 
from from combined effortscombined efforts of crossof cross--functional departmentsfunctional departments

2.2. Normally, competences Normally, competences emerge incrementallyemerge incrementally from various from various 
company efforts to respond to market conditionscompany efforts to respond to market conditions

3.3. Leveraging competences into competitive advantage requires Leveraging competences into competitive advantage requires 
concentrating more effortconcentrating more effort and and talenttalent than rivals on than rivals on 
strengthening competencesstrengthening competences to create valuable capabilitiesto create valuable capabilities

4.4. Sustaining competitive advantage requires Sustaining competitive advantage requires adjusting adjusting 
competences to new conditionscompetences to new conditions
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Approaches  to 
Developing  Competences 

Approaches  toApproaches  to 
Developing  CompetencesDeveloping  Competences

•• Internal developmentInternal development involves involves eithereither
–– Strengthening the companyStrengthening the company’’s base of skills, s base of skills, 

knowledge, and intellect knowledge, and intellect oror
–– Coordinating and networking the effortsCoordinating and networking the efforts 

of various work groups and departmentsof various work groups and departments
•• Partnering with key suppliers,Partnering with key suppliers, 

forming strategic alliances, or maybe forming strategic alliances, or maybe 
even outsourcing certain activities to even outsourcing certain activities to 
specialistsspecialists

•• Buying a companyBuying a company that has the required capabilities that has the required capabilities 
and integrating these competences into the firmand integrating these competences into the firm’’s value s value 
chainchain
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Building  Competences: 
Keys  to  Success 

Building  Competences:Building  Competences: 
Keys  to  SuccessKeys  to  Success

•• Selecting capable employees Selecting capable employees 
•• TrainingTraining
•• Cultural influences and peer Cultural influences and peer 

pressurespressures
•• CrossCross--department cooperation department cooperation 

and  collaborationand  collaboration
•• Motivating employees to strive Motivating employees to strive 

for operating excellencefor operating excellence

•• EmpowermentEmpowerment

•• Attractive incentivesAttractive incentives

•• Organizational flexibilityOrganizational flexibility

•• Short deadlinesShort deadlines

•• Good databases Good databases 
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Objective 3Objective 3

Matching Organization Matching Organization 
Structure to StrategyStructure to Strategy
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Matching  Organization 
Structure  to  Strategy 
Matching  OrganizationMatching  Organization 
Structure  to  StrategyStructure  to  Strategy

•• Few hard and fast rules for organizingFew hard and fast rules for organizing

–– One Big Rule:One Big Rule: Role and purpose of organization structure is Role and purpose of organization structure is 
to support and facilitate good strategy execution!to support and facilitate good strategy execution!

•• Each firmEach firm’’s structure is special, reflectings structure is special, reflecting

–– Prior arrangements and internal politicsPrior arrangements and internal politics

–– Executive judgments and preferences about how to arrange Executive judgments and preferences about how to arrange 
reporting relationshipsreporting relationships

–– How best to integrate and coordinate work effort of different woHow best to integrate and coordinate work effort of different work rk 
groups and departmentsgroups and departments

Vice President Vice President Vice President

CEO
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Fig.  7.3:  Structuring  the  Work  Effort  to  
Promote  Successful  Strategy  Execution 
Fig.  7.3:  Structuring  the  Work  Effort  to  Fig.  7.3:  Structuring  the  Work  Effort  to  
Promote  Successful  Strategy  ExecutionPromote  Successful  Strategy  Execution
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Step 1:  Decide  Which  Value  Chain  Activities  to  
Perform  Internally  and  Which  to  Outsource 

Step 1:  Decide  Which  Value  Chain  Activities  to  Step 1:  Decide  Which  Value  Chain  Activities  to  
Perform  Internally  and  Which  to  OutsourcePerform  Internally  and  Which  to  Outsource

•• Involves Involves decidingdeciding which which activitiesactivities areare 
essentialessential to to strategic successstrategic success

–– Most strategies entail certain crucial business processes or Most strategies entail certain crucial business processes or 
activities that must be performed exceedingly well or in activities that must be performed exceedingly well or in 
closely coordinated fashion if the strategy isclosely coordinated fashion if the strategy is 
to be executed with real proficiencyto be executed with real proficiency

•• These processes/activities usuallyThese processes/activities usually 
need to be performed internallyneed to be performed internally

–– Other activities, such as routine Other activities, such as routine 
administrative housekeeping and administrative housekeeping and 
some support functions, may besome support functions, may be 
candidates for outsourcingcandidates for outsourcing
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Potential  Advantages  of 
Outsourcing  Non-Critical  Activities 

Potential  Advantages  ofPotential  Advantages  of 
Outsourcing  NonOutsourcing  Non--Critical  ActivitiesCritical  Activities
•• Decrease internal bureaucraciesDecrease internal bureaucracies

•• Flatten organization structureFlatten organization structure

•• Speed decisionSpeed decision--makingmaking

•• Provide firm with heightened strategic focusProvide firm with heightened strategic focus

•• Improve a firmImprove a firm’’s innovative capacitys innovative capacity

•• Increase competitive responsivenessIncrease competitive responsiveness

Outsourcing makes strategic sense when an outsider 
can perform an activity cheaper or better.
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Step  2:  Make  Strategy-Critical 
Activities  the  Main  Building  Blocks 

Step  2:  Make  StrategyStep  2:  Make  Strategy--CriticalCritical 
Activities  the  Main  Building  Blocks Activities  the  Main  Building  Blocks 

•• AssignAssign managers of strategymanagers of strategy--critical activities a visible, critical activities a visible, 
influential positioninfluential position

•• AvoidAvoid fragmenting responsibility for strategyfragmenting responsibility for strategy--critical activities critical activities 
across many departmentsacross many departments

•• ProvideProvide coordinating linkages coordinating linkages 
between related work groupsbetween related work groups

–– Meld into a valuableMeld into a valuable 
competitive capabilitycompetitive capability
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Why  Structure 
Follows  Strategy 

Why  StructureWhy  Structure 
Follows  StrategyFollows  Strategy

•• Changes in strategyChanges in strategy typically require a typically require a newnew oror 
modified organization structuremodified organization structure

–– A new strategy often involves different skills,A new strategy often involves different skills, 
different key activities, and different staffingdifferent key activities, and different staffing 
and organizational requirementsand organizational requirements

–– Hence, a new strategy signals a need toHence, a new strategy signals a need to 
reassess and often modify the organization reassess and often modify the organization 
structurestructure

•• How work is structured is a How work is structured is a means to an endmeans to an end –– 
not an end in itself!not an end in itself!
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Step  3:  Determine  How  Much 
Authority  to  Delegate  to  Whom 
Step  3:  Determine  How  MuchStep  3:  Determine  How  Much 

Authority  to  Delegate  to  WhomAuthority  to  Delegate  to  Whom
•• In a In a centralized structurecentralized structure

–– Top managers retain authorityTop managers retain authority 
for most decisionsfor most decisions

•• In a In a decentralized structuredecentralized structure

–– Managers and employees areManagers and employees are 
empowered to make decisionsempowered to make decisions

•• TrendTrend in most companiesin most companies

–– Shift from authoritarian to decentralizedShift from authoritarian to decentralized 
structures stressing empowermentstructures stressing empowerment
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Step  4:  Provide  for  Internal 
Cross-Unit  Coordination 

Step  4:  Provide  for  InternalStep  4:  Provide  for  Internal 
CrossCross--Unit  Coordination Unit  Coordination 

•• Classic methodClassic method of of coordinating activitiescoordinating activities –– Have Have 
related units reportrelated units report to to single managersingle manager

–– UpperUpper--level managers have clout tolevel managers have clout to 
coordinate efforts of their unitscoordinate efforts of their units

•• Support activitiesSupport activities should beshould be 
woven into structurewoven into structure toto

–– Maximize performance of primary activitiesMaximize performance of primary activities

–– Contain costs of support activitiesContain costs of support activities

•• Formal reporting relationshipsFormal reporting relationships often need to be often need to be 
supplementedsupplemented to to facilitate coordinationfacilitate coordination
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Step  5:  Provide  for 
Collaboration  With  Outsiders  

Step  5:  Provide  forStep  5:  Provide  for 
Collaboration  With  Outsiders  Collaboration  With  Outsiders  
•• Need Need multiple tiesmultiple ties at at multiple levelsmultiple levels to ensureto ensure

–– CommunicationCommunication

–– Coordination and controlCoordination and control

•• Find ways to Find ways to produce collaborative effortsproduce collaborative efforts toto 
enhanceenhance firmfirm’’s s capabilitiescapabilities and and resource strengthsresource strengths

•• While collaborative relationships present opportunities, While collaborative relationships present opportunities, 
nothing valuable is realized until the relationship nothing valuable is realized until the relationship 
develops into an engine for better organizational develops into an engine for better organizational 
performanceperformance
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SummarySummary

The job of strategy implementation and The job of strategy implementation and 
execution is to convert strategic plans into execution is to convert strategic plans into 
actions and good results. The test of actions and good results. The test of 
successful strategy execution is whether successful strategy execution is whether 
actual organization performance matches or actual organization performance matches or 
exceeds the targets spelled out in the exceeds the targets spelled out in the 
strategic plan. Shortfalls in performance signal strategic plan. Shortfalls in performance signal 
weak strategy, weak execution, or both.weak strategy, weak execution, or both.
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